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(How do you practice that?) Just mentally. Just know where you're at at all times on
the ice. (Would you go out alone and just practise in front of a goal and just drop
one way, drop another?) Oh yeah, go in the corner or go in the net, and slide back
and forth.... Just imagining in my head that somebody's shooting, where he's
shooting for. Just imagining different shots.... Before a game, or between peri? ods-
-just imagine in your mind what's go? ing to happen.  (Is it as dangerous as it looks,
to be the goalie?) No. No. Well, you can get hurt. You can get hurt in any sport. But I
had no intentions of being rubbed up against the boards, or getting smashed into
the glass or the wire, or a high stick.  You know, you can get caught--you can get
hurt bad. But 9 out of 10 times you won't.  (That doesn't happen to a goalie,
though.) No, not very often, no. If he straggles out too far, they'll hit him. But in the
crease there you're pretty safe. You know, you get hit with a high stick, or a shot or
a puck. (What about the skates them? selves?) I've been playing for 30 years, I
guess, and I've never been cut with a skate. It's much different now with the masks,
of course. When we played, there  rhe  NpRMAWAY IM'  LODGE CABINS  The first
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902-248-2987  was no mask. There was no mask at all. But we didn't have the slap
shot either, we had the wrist shot. It's not as fast, but it's more accurate. They can
pick a corner on you a lot better. It's just using your wrist to shoot the puck, instead
of taking a big wind-up and hitting it. A slap shot --you see it today, you don't know
where it's going. And it's 9 out of 10 times it's going to hit a leg or a stick or a skate
and it's going to go in the net-- deflections.  (Was it not allowed in your time?) No,
there was--never heard of it. The slap shot wasn't allowed. They had a kick shot
years ago; I have never seen it. There's some way the forwards could put their stick
on the ice and hit it with their skate. It'd be a hard shot.... But I know some fellows
with wrist shots that were just as fast or harder than the slap shot. I know
one--Vineie Ryan had a shot that would hurt you. If he hit you with it, he hurt you.
Regardless of how much padding you had on.  (I see. But of course, your danger
wasn't just from the other people that you were playing. I understand the crowds
could sometimes be a problem for you.) Yes, that's for sure. Oh, sometimes they'd
get kind of riley, but.... (Tell me what they did.) Well, oh, it's not so much now, but
years ago, once in awhile they'd throw a bottle on the ice or something like this,
and you always had to be careful of it. And paper and stuff like this--all you had to
do was hit it the wrong way and you could break your leg or whatever. Or a dime
got on the ice and you couldn't see it. And you'd hit it and you'd lose your  ' Oceon
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